December 2021—No 234

Combined newsletter of the
Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc and the Levin Model Aeroplane Club Inc.

The Palmerston North Aeroneers
gathered to celebrate 75 years
since the clubs formation in 1946.
The modellers gathered were
proud to celebrate the occasion
with their elder statesman. Russ
was the original secretary of the
club and proudly recalls writing the
minutes of the inaugural meeting
with his fountain pen as a 16 year
old.
There was an excellent turnout of
modellers, current and past PNA
members as well as visitors.
Models have changed over the
years, people have aged, slightly,
but the genuine interest in
construction, wingspan, power
source, weight, how does it fly are
still the main topics of
conversation.
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Levin
Club
Monthly
dinners

COFFEE
MORNINGS
Don’t forget that we meet
each Wednesday at 9.30am
for coffee and a chat.
Columbus Coffee Café,
Mitre 10, Featherston St,
PN.
All Members
of our Club
and other
Model
Flying Clubs
are most

Monday 17 January, 6pm
Cobb and Co, Levin.
Menu on club noticeboard or
check out their website.

Phone or text Linda
021 210 6139 or email
(click here)
with numbers by
9am on the day.

The Boatineers meet every Friday 1.30pm at
Centennial Lake (Lagoon) Hokowhito,
Palmerston North.
You are all very welcome to come to join us.
Contact Kev Burrows 0274 368696

welcome.

Levin Club Christmas
Lunch and 70th birthday.
12 December, noon, at the field.
Come along and enjoy a fly and Christmas fare.
See notice on page 4
On-line
entries for the 74th MFNZ Nationals are now open

Mon

Tue

All events to
be held under
current covid
restrictions.

Warbirds Over Awatoto, Feb 2022

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

1
Coffee
Morning

2
Mid week
Reserve day

3
Boatineers

4

5
General flying

6

7
Mid week
flying

8
Coffee
morning

9
Mid week
Reserve day

10
Boatineers

11

12
General flying

13

14
Mid week
flying

15
Coffee
morning

16
Mid week
Reserve day

17
Boatineers

18

19
General flying

20

21
Mid week
flying

22
Coffee
morning

23
Mid week
Reserve day

24
Boatineers

25 No Flying
Merry
Christmas

26
General flying

27
Mid Week
flying

28

29
Coffee
morning

30
Mid week
Reserve day

31
Boatineers

1 Jan
MFNZ
Happy New Nationals
Year
3—7 January.
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Maurice Job
We have had a very successful month indeed! The
Dinner and awarding of certificates was a very
pleasant evening for the approx. 20 who attended.
Details of awards are elsewhere. Thanks to Phil
Pearpoint who arranged the venue. “Beyond Coffee”
café did us proud with an excellent spread.
Also very successful was our re-scheduled 75th
Anniversary Flying Day. This time the weather was
as good as you could wish for, well at least up to
midday or so. We welcomed many fliers from around
the region, thanks to all for coming and the
flight-line was comfortably busy all morning and into
the early afternoon. The pits were as full as I have
seen them for some time with a very wide and
assorted display of models.
Again, thanks to Phil for his efforts, and to Peter, Len
and others for ensuring this day went off well. I
received many thanks from visitors and I want to
pass these on to the Club. Again, more on this
elsewhere.
We welcome back two members at this time, Bruce
Fryer and Geoff Hall, Great to see you Guys!
Emails; I have had comments that some members
are not receiving my emails. All emails that I send
have a ‘delivery receipt’ attached which is something
I have always done. In the interests of ‘privacy’ all
Club emails from me are sent to myself, and BCC to
all members and I am getting successful delivery
notifications without exception from every recipient.

Model Flying NZ Covid 19 criteria for the Nationals is
outlined on page 21.

Please check your “junk” folder as this arrangement
may mean the emails are going there, or even
perhaps, directly to the “Deleted Items” folder. If so,
you can create a rule for this to exclude them from
the junk.
The Committee’s focus now turns to more mundane,
but very important matters. AGM time is coming
again and it is time for everyone to consider some
committee involvement. Greg wants to stand down
from Treasurer and Tama needs to be relieved of the
Secretary’s workload as he already shoulders the
Club Captain’s. Neither of these roles are big tasks,
please give serious thought to joining in.
The AGM will be Thursday 24th February, formal
notification will be issued closer to the date as
required.
At this time, I wish everyone a very Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year, I hope you have lots of the
best celebrations you could want, in these perplexing
times.
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Christmas and 70th gathering —the club will
host a casual Christmas dinner at the field on
Sunday 12 December.
Please advise
numbers for catering purposes. See invitation adjacent. Email levinmodelclub@gmail.com,
Christmas parade
— we had been in
communication with the Horowhenua District
Council regarding the Christmas parade,
however this has been cancelled in Levin.
Cobb and Co Dinners — the number attending
vary each month but it was decided to continue
in January. This is a good chance to get to know
Rabbits—the on going problem with rabbits under the clubhouse has once again been under
discussion. Joe filled a few hole under between
the lawnmower shed and the
clubhouse and
hopefully that has sorted the problem. There is
a hatch at the back of the clubhouse to allow
rabbits out, but not in. Please do not block this
trap open.

Wishing all
members a
very
happy and
safe
festive
season.

12 December,
noon, at the field.
Come along, enjoy a fly,
Catch up with friends and
Enjoy some Christmas fare.
Eh, may
be time to
move
house.

Levin
Webcam
Hits
2021 Total

(as at the time of publication)
November total, approximately 521 hits

Wives and partners
welcome.

Please RSVP numbers
for catering purposes
levinmodelclub@gmail.com
If you dislike eating from
plastic plates,
please bring your plate
and cutlery.
A chair and drink is also
encouraged.
Thank you.
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From The
Editors Desk
Linda Lambess,
42 Manga Pirau Street, Waikawa
Beach, Manakau, Levin, 5573
lindalambess@gmail.com landline:
06 3626446 mobile: 021 2106139

Another year behind us and as editor of Servo Chatter I
must thank those members of both clubs who have
contributed reports, photos, hints, jokes etc etc. Without
your contribution this would not be a newsletter as
newsletters need NEWS.
With both clubs celebrating significant anniversaries, the
fact that once a modeller always a modeller has been
reinforced. How many clubs celebrating 75 years still
have their original club secretary active in the club?
Yesterday I attended the 75th anniversary of the
Palmerston North Aeroneers and just wondering around
the pit area was amazed at the huge experience,
hundreds of combined years modelling. Also the huge
range of aircraft on the flight line - tomboys to jets to
helicopters a big change from control line and free flight.
Many thanks to everyone who has contributed to Servo
Chatter this year. Almost everytime I am at a flying
field, I hear favourable comments and this feedback is
appreciated. I do smile at those who say—I haven’t read
it yet, or I didn’t know that was on. The old story, you
can lead a horse to water but you can’t make him drink.
The January edition will be started tomorrow as I know
my time working on this will be limited. I have photos
left over from the 75th but any photos, hints, jokes, links
to pages etc would be appreciated.
Happy and safe festive season to all. Linda

To all club members celebrating a birthday this month

I hear a few members are under the
weather.
Hoping the forecast
is looking brighter.

Wishing everyone a very happy
and safeChristmas and holiday
season with family and friends.
Best wishes, Linda and Ivan

Tama Randell
Congratulations to all the people that turned up for
our Christmas dinner and to those that managed to
place in the three competitions the club run. Props
to the contest directors for running these. If you’re
keen to have a go at any of them then approach Phil
(vintage), Ladderman (2m glider) or Greg (radian)
and have a chat.
Yet again, Mr Burnside came to me with a few
planes that I couldn’t resist. I am writing this prior to
the 75th celebrations so I hope to test fly them on
the day. Nothing like everybody watching you
(EDIT:
all
the
planes I test flew
decided to play the
game
and
flew
well).

Want to know more? Ask Bernard Scott,
scott.scott@xtra.co.nz to be added to the
AVANZ News email list.
This excellent NZ publication is free, jammed packed
with build articles, plans and information about
current Vintage activities and comes out

Back
issues
Can be found
on the Model
Flying NZ
website

https://www.modelflyingnz.org/sigs/vintage.html

The day went really well and it had an open day vibe
to it without all the general public asking ‘how much
does that cost’ or ‘how fast does that plane go’? A
successful day all round in my opinion.
It seems summer has finally arrived, the temps have
certainly gotten a lot hotter this last month. The field
should be drying out quite a bit more now and the
runway will become rock hard. Maybe its time to go
over your planes and check the clevises, motor
mounts, hinges etc… so they’re ready to go for
summer.
This is the last CC report for 2021 before the silly
season hits us. Be safe over the Xmas break if you
are travelling around the country and stay away
from anyone that’s sick. Ill be out the beach for
most of January flying off the beach when the tide
has gone out – its like tarmac.
See you at the field, CC

A small happy group of modellers and wifes gathered at Beyond Coffee in Feilding to enjoy delicious food
and good company. This was also Prizegiving evening—congratulations to the winners and those who have
competed. The scores each month have been close and it has come down to the number of events each
competitor was able to attend. The main thing is fun and from the monthly feedback I receive it is definitely
that.

Radian

Certificates presented by Greg Findon to
Philip Pearpoint—first
Bruce McKay—second
Bruce Woodfield—third
Congratulations, well done!

Vintage

Certificates presented by
Philip Pearpoint and Maurice Job to
Tama Randell —first
Philip Pearpoint —second
Bruce Woodfield—third
Congratulations, well done!

Tomboy

Certificates presented by Bruce Woodfield and
Maurice Job to
Flemming Ravn —first
Peter Vining —second
Bruce Woodfield—third
Congratulations, well done!

2 Metre

Certificates presented by Bruce Woodfield to
Philip Pearpoint —first
Wayne Bilham —second
Flemming Ravn—third
Congratulations, well done!

To the competition co-ordinators for their score
keeping throughout the year, to the time keepers,
the retrievers, the competitors and everyone else
involved in making these competitions happen. And
a personal thank you to Ladderman, Phil and Greg
for their monthly reports.
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Next contest 13 February

Report submitted by Phil Pearpoint.

Vintage Report November 2021

The exception was Tama who deservedly took out
Despite the bad forecast Sunday dawned overcast the days competition with an awesome score of 597,
with no wind. It was raining in Palmerston and only 3 seconds short of the possible 600.
Marton, but as so often happens conditions were
perfect at the field.
Greg, Peter and Ladderman decided not to fly their
3rd round due to the wind.
Tomboy was flown in perfect still air then the first
few flights of Vintage were the same, those that got So this years Vintage competition is over, Tama has
their flights in early were rewarded with nice won it again ..for the 3rd year in a row ...Old Brian
conditions, but the wind soon arrived and would be pleased to see Tamas name on his cup
made things a bit more tricky.
again, ..but it’s time for another!! So come on
Vintage flyers ...make sure Tama has some
As so often happens on a breezy day most went too competition next year!! Mike reckons Tamas pit crew
far downwind on landing approach and didn’t make is the secret to his success.
the landing spot.
Pilot

2021 Final Results
Tama Randell

3522

1st

Phil Pearpoint

3483

2nd

Bruce McKay

3409

3rd

Peter Vining

3340

4th

Flemming Ravn

2150

5th

Bruce Woodfield

2117

6th

Greg Findon

1969

7th

Brad Pearpoint

1134

8th

James Burnside

728

9th

Flight 1

Flight 2

Flight 3

Points

Position

Tama Randell

3.00 +20

3.00 +20

2.57 +20

597

1st

Phil Pearpoint

2.51

2.54 +20

2.44

529

2nd

Bruce McKay

2.50

2.46

2.54

510

3rd

Peter Vining

2.51

2.58

Dnf

349

4th

Greg Findon

2.53

2.30

Dnf

343

5th

Bruce Woodfield

2.28 +20

2.13

dnf

301

6th

Final results for Vintage 2021...worst score deducted from each flyer.
We flew 7 months out of the 10 possible, the weather claimed the other

Well done but you have a big target on your
back for next year!!! Phil
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Submitted by Bruce Woodfield

7 November 2021
Modelport greeted me at 0830 with the SE third full
of big black and white hamburger patties and a
fence stretched across the NE half. The latter was
not connected and was soon laid low. The bungee
length was necessarily restricted, but that did not
matter because the Easterly wind was at the upper
limit for our Gliders.
Owing to the strong wind, altitudes achieved off the
bungee were very good, the air was smooth and
there was good lift everywhere.
We welcomed Terry Lawless to our glider
competition and several members assisted Terry to
trim his Vista with the aid of a few hand launches.
Owing to the strong wind several Gliders flipped off
the bungee immediately after launch. Unfortunately

Terry's Glider was one of these flippers and
subsequently sailed a little too close to the great
white fence which reared up and took a bite out of
the Vista's port leading edge. Two other Vistas also
flew close to the fence but managed to avoid attacks
by landing one each side, just.
Nearly half of the flights were close, or very close, to
their target times, but only Ladderman scored
an ace. Terry retrieved more than his share and
Philip finally won the round after trying hard all year.
Errata; October results - Philip's and Wayne's second
flights should read 4:00 - 50, not 4:50 - 50
We start our 2022 competition on 6 February, Covid
permitting.

Pilot

3 minutes 4 minutes 5 minutes

Score

Year to date

Philip Pearpoint

3:04 - 50

3:43 - 50

4:55 - 50

844

4782

Bruce Woodfield

3:05 - 50

4:00 - 50

4:53 -

808

4202

Wayne Bilham

3:03 - 50

3:21 -

4:59 - 50

777

4172

Bruce McKay

2:35 - 50

3:57 - 50

3:36 - 50

758

3236

Peter Vining

2:48 -

2:46 -

3:52 - 50

616

4385

Mark Boyes

2:11 -

2:13 -

5:01 - 50

613

1055

Greg Findon

2:06 - 50

4:08 -

2:22 -

550

2433

Flemming Ravn

4144

Merv Matthews

1296

Bruce Withell

600

Aeroneers 2 metre glider statistics for 2021.
Pilot

Flight time

Landings

Next
2 Metre
Glider

Competitions

Sunday 6
February
2022

5 rounds run compared to 4 in 2020

Scores
Total
score

Less
lowest

Final for
2021

medal

75

4782

-388

4394

Gold

15

88

4172

-0

4172

Silver

17

14

82

4144

-0

4144

Bronze

76

20

12

60

4202

-215

3987

Lead

3685

77.7

20

14

70

4358

-414

3971

Aluminium

3300

2630

79.7

14

12

86

3236

-0

3236

Tin

Greg Findon

4020

1833

45.6

17

11

65

2433

-0

2433

Iron

Merv Matthews

1440

1146

79.6

6

3

50

1296

-0

1296

Platinum

Mark Boyes

1440

905

62.8

6

3

50

1055

-0

1055

Chromium

Bruce Withell

1320

577

42.2

9

3

33

704

-0

704

Copper

Target

Achieved

%

Attempted Achieved %

Phil Pearpoint

4740

4032

85.0

20

15

Wayne Bilham

4020

3422

85.1

17

Flemming Ravn

4020

3422

85.7

Bruce Woodfield

4740

3602

Peter Vining

4740

Bruce McKay
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Next contest, 13 February 2022

pandemics and weather permitting

AERONEERS TOMBOY REPORT 14 NOVEMBER 2021
The forecast early in the week was for gale force winds and heavy rain, but Mr Weatherman relented and
gave us perfectly calm and warm conditions.
Only four flyers showed up to enjoy this lovely weather and the usual three rounds were flown with only one
incident - Peter's propeller flew off on its own just after takeoff for the first flight, but Peter skilfully flew his
unbalanced Tomboy back into the landing box. A new prop was sourced and fitted and the other two rounds
were flown very successfully.
Thanks to Bruce McKay for recording the scores.
Bruce Woodfield
Peter Vining
Philip Pearpoint
Greg Findon
Flemming Ravn
Terry Lawless

Flight 1
20 + 5
16 + 5
18
16 + 5

Flight 2
20
18 + 5
15 + 5
16

Flight
18 +
20 +
15 +
16 +

3
5
5
5
5

Score
68
68
58
58

YTD
290
311
215
155
261
212

Tomboy 2021 Stats
Time
Time
% Landings
attempted achieved
attempted

Landings % YTD
Less lowest Final medal
achieved
scores score
result

Flemming Ravn

240

201

84 12

5

42 261

0

261

gold

Peter Vining

300

236

79 15

10

67 311

57

254

silver

Bruce Woodfield

300

215

72 15

9

60 290

53

247

brass

Phil Pearpoint

240

155

65 12

7

58 215

0

215

titanium

Terry Lawless

240

152

63 12

7

58 212

0

212

zinc

Greg Findon

180

110

71 9

5

56 155

0

155

nickel

Owing to blowouts, washouts and lockouts only four rounds were flown this year.
Next competition starts 13 February 2022 pandemics permitting.
Love it on Christmas day when the label on the gift says Love from Mum and Dad and you just know that
Dad has no idea what is inside.
What do you call an deer with no eyes? No eye deer.
I asked my wife what she wanted for Christmas. She told me "Nothing would make her happier than a diamond necklace" So I bought her nothing.
What is the best evidence that Microsoft has a monopoly? Santa Claus had to switch from Chimneys to Windows.
How do the elves clean Santa's sleigh on the day after Christmas? They use Santa-tizer.
What do you get when you mix a Christmas tree and an iPad?A pineapple!
How much did Santa pay for his sleigh? Nothing, it was on the house
Why was the snowman looking through the carrots? He was picking his nose!
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Report submitted by Greg.

November results

Bruce McKay
Philip Pearpoint
Mark Boyes
Bruce Woodfield
Peter Vining
Len Ruby
James Burnside
Greg Findon

Next Radian Comp is February 20
Year to date with all rounds counted

1380
1361
1348
1212
1141
1072
1024
1012

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Philip Pearpoint
Bruce McKay
Bruce Woodfield
Greg Findon
Mark Boyes
Len Ruby
Merv Matthews
Peter Vining
James Burnside

Len launches his
Radian into the
skies.

8972
8842
8417
5844
5433
3831
1238
1141
1024

Thank you to Mark Boyes for
these photos.

Greg and Bruce
looking out for
their radians.
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The Boatineers meet every Friday 1.30pm
at Centennial Lake (Lagoon) Hokowhito,
Palmerston North.
You are all very welcome to come to join
us.
Contact Kev Burrows 0274 368696

Some brisk and exciting sailing on Centennial Lake
this month for our Boatineers.
Dave’s, Richie’ and Rod’s yachts pictured here sailing almost to their limits.
There were no sinking fortunately except for Kev’s
transmitter that thought it was a
submarine
when it was knocked off the jetty and became
submerged!!!. Hopefully it will be okay once its
internals have dried out.

Colin Peard from
the Levin Model
Club with his latest,
and he says last,
helicopter.
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Don’t
forget:
Another building tip, if you are having trouble fitting
flexible control rods, ie snakes, into a fuselage or
wing, just use a length of solid wire like brazing or
welding wire and put a few gentle bends in it as
required for your model.
Feed it through the frames and formers twisting and
turning it as required etc until it protrudes out the
other end then feed the snake outer over the length
of the solid wire, once in place simply remove the
solid wire from inside the snake. Glue the snake
ends in place after cutting to length, if you are
having trouble getting the wire end out of an opening, e.g. an exit slot in the tail etc, just make a loop
of string or thin electrical wire and poke that
through the slot. Turn it ninety degrees and capture
the wire end with the loop, gently pull it through the
slot. The snake ends can usually be glued with
epoxy and molded by hand to shape as it sets. You
can run some cyno down the snake outer to secure
it to an inside mount or former if you can’t get access to glue it at that point.
Remember not to have too much unsupported snake
inner extending out to either the control surface or
to the servos, i.e. keep as much outer as you can
for support of the inner otherwise the flight aerodynamic loads can cause bending of the inner snake
and ineffective control.
Regards, Dave Cooper.

water bottle,
sun screen,
sun hat,
sun glasses,
cover up,
Skin Cancer is Real
Levin
Club
Fire

Methanol
$2.75 litre
Nitro
$32.43 litre
Oil
$20 litre

Extinguisher

Now
located
in the
bathroom.

Lipo batteries do catch fire.
NZ Fire & Emergency— research aimed to understand how lithium battery technologies
contribute to fire risk and what can be done to mitigate.
https://www.fireandemergency.nz/assets/Documents/Files/
Report_174_Lithium_Batteries_Whats_the_problem.pdf
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Model Helicopter World, January 2012. From an article, Outwards and Upwards by Ed Darter
To answer this it's probably best to go back to the
basics of why a helicopter needs a tail rotor first. The
power needed to turn the main rotors produces
torque and as every schoolboy knows, every action
has an equal and opposite reaction, so we need to
counteract that torque by means of the tail rotor
pushing in the opposite direction. As the power
changes to climb or descend, so does the torque and
therefore so does the requirement for compensation
in the opposite direction. To complicate things a bit
further there are other factors such as wind that can
have a bearing on what the tail is doing so we need
a way of helping the model flyer to overcome these
ever changing demands of the tail.
That's where the gyro comes in. Physically it's a little
box of tricks usually sat above or below the boom
mount, or on the front radio tray, and electrically
speaking sits in line between the rudder output of
the receiver and the tail servo. It's effectively an
in-line brain that controls the tail of our model by
determining whether any rotation it senses about the
axis of the main shaft is intentional (i.e. caused by us
giving a rudder input) or by outside influences such
as wind. It then gives an appropriate output to the
rudder servo depending on what decision it comes
to. Figure 1 shows a couple of flow charts that I
have put together to try and show what happens in
basic terms.
How a gyro senses that rotation has
changed over the years, they used to
consist of a brass flywheel spinning
on a shaft with micro switches at the
end. Motion would cause the flywheel
to activate one of the switches, which
in turn would trigger the electronics
to do their thing to adjust the output
to the tail servo. These days the
electronics are more sophisticated,
and the heavy brass flywheels have
been replaced with tiny piezo
sensors. This means no heavy
moving parts and the reliability of
today's electronics mean they are
highly accurate and lightweight items
that are generally very reliable and
not susceptible to things like
temperature
deviations
during
operation.
Having described what they are then,
let's now have a look at the two main
types of gyro available today. For the
purposes of this discussion I will
ignore the flybarless systems that are
now becoming more and more
common.

You will hear mention of 'rate' and 'heading hold' and
this is basically the way by which the gyro adjusts
the tail. More expensive gyros tend to be heading
hold (sometimes with an option to be able to switch
to rate mode if required) while the cheaper ones are
rate only.
A rate mode gyro will sense that there is a rotation
about the main shaft (yaw) and put a corrective
input to the tail servo. It does its best to halt the
rotation but the model will always end up pointing in
a slightly different direction because the gyro has no
notion of where it was pointing, it's purely a reactive
action to halt yaw movement. A heading hold gyro
on the other hand knows its heading and when it
senses a yaw movement not only will it halt it but it
will tend to return the model to the original heading.
It then continues to give outputs to the tail servo to
hold that heading until it receives a rudder input.
It does this by controlling the rate of rotation and
the Rx tail signal dictates the rate the model rotates.
This means that if you do not put in a stick
command, the gyro will resist any attempt to rotate
the model i.e. by the wind. It's as if the heading hold
gyro, is saying, 'no I'm not moving', while the rate
gyro says, 'I've moved so I'll stop it if I can.' When
you make a tail input, a rate gyro will sense the yaw
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and will try to oppose it, so the stick input has to
overcome the resistance, while with a heading hold
gyro, the gyro reads the signal as a yaw rate
demand and will operate the tail servo to achieve the
demanded rate of rotation.
One thing is for sure with either type of gyro though,
the faster the rudder servo the better results you will
get. This is because the gyro isn't trying to
overcompensate for a servo that is unable to keep
up with it.

do once it is light enough on the skids is spin round.
This could lead to a nasty surprise if you are not
ready for it! The way I get around this is on my
transmitter to flick the gyro to rate mode for a
moment then back to heading hold as the final check
before opening the throttle for take-off. This resets
the heading to the one the gyro sees as it is
switched back in to heading hold mode rather than
the original heading at power up. The other way is to
operate the tail at which point the gyro will
effectively reset itself.

You would think that a heading hold gyro is always
better but there are some situations where a rate
gyro actually gives a more desirable effect and one
such circumstance is forward flight. If you are in
rate mode the tail of the model will tend to weather
vane and the model will point itself pretty much in
the
direction of travel. If you try the same with
heading hold mode set it will hold the nose of the
model in whatever direction it was pointing, no
matter what. So no weather vaning takes place and
flying the model with the nose pointing in the
direction of flight is entirely reliant on your skill with
the rudder. Not a bad thing, but it's one more thing
to be thinking about when learning forward flight for
example.

Now we have covered the two types of gyros, let's
have a look at the functions within them.

Another time where rate can be better is when
taking off. If your gyro initiates in heading hold
mode it will know what direction it's pointing. OK so
far, but if during the course of walking the model out
to the take-off area you happen to point it in a
different direction, the gyro will have tried to correct
for this and will have driven the tail servo right over
and as you increase head speed, the first thing it will

Delay

Gyro Gain

Simply put this is the amount of compensation that
the gyro applies as a corrective action. Too much
gain and the tail will bounce back and forth after any
rudder input. Not enough and the tail will feel vague
and wander all the time. Gyro gain is adjusted by a
small potentiometer on the gyro, or via a spare
channel on your transmitter on more advanced units.
Being able to adjust the gain from your transmitter is
called remote gain and has benefits when switching
between flight modes as different head speeds may
well require different gain settings.
Another potentiometer on higher end gyros that
compensates for when the gyro responds quicker to
commands than the rudder servo is able to keep up
with. Without a delay setting a fast gyro with a slow
servo will result in poor pirouette stopping ability,
showing up as a mushy stop or even a bounce back.
Increasing the delay helps overcome this.

Direction

This is a simple one! It controls
the direction in which the rudder
servo is driven by the gyro.

End Point Settings

Two things to take in here, firstly
with a modern gyro, the endpoint
settings on your Tx for the rudder
channel will not control the throw
of the rudder servo, that's done
by the gyro. Secondly, adjusting
the endpoint settings for the rudder on the Tx controls the pirouette rate of the model.
Some gyros have a potentiometer
on them that does allow you to
adjust the end point settings of
the servo, but if your particular
gyro doesn't, it's vital that you
mechanically set the tail servo
throw so that it cannot bind at
either end of its travel, which is
usually done by adjusting the
length of the rudder servo arm.
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The Radio Controlled Flying Witch
You need basically three things for flying: speed, airfoil and control surfaces, you can see all of them in the witch.

After some discussion at the recent Levin Club monthly Cobb and Co dinner—here are some plans as
promised. Have fun making it—just don’t put my face on it!!
From: https://www.instructables.com/Flying-Witch/
Following are plans but these can be downloaded from the website above in A4 format.
Remember that parts 5,8 and 9 are control surfaces:
5 - Rudder, 8 & 9 - Elevator
This instructable uses same parts than RC airplanes such a:
Motor (x1): http://www.banggood.com/Sunnysky-X2204-1800KV-Brus...
ESC (x1) (Electronic Speed Control); http://www.banggood.com/ZTW-Spider-LITE-PRO-Series...
Propeller (x1): http://www.banggood.com/2-Pairs-DALPROP-J6045-PC-P...
Servomotor (x2): http://www.banggood.com/3_7g-Micro-Mini-Servo-For-...
Lipo Battery (2S 600mAh x1): http://www.banggood.com/Giant-Power-7_4V-2S-600mAh...
And a receiver for your transmitter... haven't?.
http://www.banggood.com/FlySky-FS-i6-2_4G-6CH-AFHD…
To cut depron: cutter or scalpel
To glue depron; Hot silicone gun
Reinforcing structure: Carbon fiber rods (3 mm)
Connect servos with control surface: Carbon fiber rods (2 mm)
For control surface hinge: standard adhesive tape
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For Sale
Tomcat G50cc—8825 180KV-ST and
Hobbywing E.F.C. Flyfun HV160A.
Both brand new.

Monsun BO 209 Graupner Scale Model OS
40 Motor.
No Radio Gear
Price: $200 ONO
Contact: John - phone (06) 3576762 or mobile
0212132735

Cherokee 140 Great Planes Model
OS60 Blue Head Motor
3 Servos, No Receiver
Price: $150 ONO
Contact: John - phone (06) 3576762 or mobile
0212132735

$450 ono
Phone Ivan 021 2106138 or email
ivanhlindal@gmail.com

Ok, last night you
washed dishes, today
you are folding laundry.
What kind of model did
you buy and how much
was it?

AT-40 Kitset Never Opened
Price: $150
Contact: John - phone (06) 3576762 or
mobile 0212132735

Off to the
flightline!
Tony McColl Wanganui and Len
Ruby with Tony’s
Rangitikei Air
Services fletcher.
Geoff Hall Woodville with his
sports model.
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Following are extracts from the minute books which are
interesting facts on the history of the Club over the past
70 years. We are now up to the 1970’s.
1951

These pages could become more interesting with your
input. Many of you have been Club members for many
years and must have newsletters, memories, photos of
activities involving Club members past and present.
Please send these through to me to publish over the
next 12 months. If you do not have a scanner please let
me know and we will endeavour to make it happen.

LEVIN MODEL AEROPLANE CLUB INC
14 January 1970—7 members turned up at the meeting, R Burling, P Husband, I Treen, S McLaughlan, I Taylor, P
Larger, M Templeton. Apologies T Dyer, R Biggar, G Palmer. Meeting started at 8.25pm. There was discussion on the
up coming Fly for Fun day, including purchase of soft drink and manufacture of signage. Next meeting 11 Feb—lack of
attendance meant the meeting was not held.
11 March 1970—Annual General Meeting. The minutes of last meeting, president’s reports, treasurers balance, recording officers reports and captain’s report were all read and accepted but there is no record in the book. Officers, Patron:
E Hogg, President: R Burling, Vice-President: B Sutton, Sec-Treas: M Templeton, Recording Officer: T Dyer, Club
Captain: I Treen, Committee: P Husband, S McLaughlan, I Taylor. Monthly meetings on the first Monday of each
month. A donation of $7 be made to the Sea Scouts for use of the hall.
8 April 1970—It was reported that the Sea Scout hall was not available other than for Wed and Thurs nights. The proposal at the AGM that Monday night be meeting night with the amendment that the meetings be held in members homes
on a roster basis. It was proposed that the Flypaper be produced monthly and posted just prior to the meeting night.
13 May 1970—Meeting held Wednesday night at the Sea Scout Hall. The proposal of private homes was not accepted.
The objection was raised “on the grounds of inconvenience to wives”. The meeting night to be reviewed and held over
to next meeting for further discussion. Proposed I Treen that vintage and scale be held on 21 June, amended to include
Fly for Fun. Venue discussion with merits and demerits at Hoggs and Tararua Road. Resolved that Tararua Road be the
venue.
10 June 1970— Once again at Sea Scout Hall commencing 8.15pm. Discussion revolved around the supply of soft
drink, airstrip preparation and toilet facilities. It was proposed by I Taylor that the time and venue of the club meeting
remain at the present arrangement. T Dyer comments on a suggestion by the Levin Lions Club that a flying afternoon be
held at Lake Domain. Approved in principle was given by the meeting for a suitable time to be investigated. A proposal
was made by A Taylor and seconded T Dyer that supper be dropped for our meetings. The motion was put to the meeting and lost. Meeting closed at 9.55pm. 8 July meeting cancelled due to lack of attendance.
12 August 1970 commencing 8 pm. I Taylor reported that he now has the Cox Head Cup. The request of the Lions for a
display at the Lake Domain was discussed and concluded that the safety factor with the prevailing wind would not be in
the best interest of the clubs image or the public. Meeting closed 8.45pm.
25 January 1971 the continued use of the Sea Scout Hall was discussed at some length and a motion moved that the
hall be relinquished in view of the type of modelling now engaged in, so that other deserving organisations should not
be withheld from the halls use. The monthly business meeting was discussed in its form, location, and frequency. Again
a lengthy debate a motion was moved that the monthly meeting be discontinued at this stage and more focus placed on
the Sunday morning flying. Meetings would be instigated by the President and Secretary when required. These two motions were put to the meeting and accepted.
The supper at any such meeting should be discontinued in view of the extra burden on the wife of the members whose
house is used for any such meeting.
1 February 1972 Annual General Meeting—attend by R Burling, B Sutton, T Dyer, I Treen, I Taylor, R King, M Templeman and J Stewart. President reported that several members had joined the club during the year and there were a few
losses. No real activities. Treasurer reported that club had increased its cash in hand from last years $7.64 to the new
figure of $23.89. A copy of the balance sheet was read and accepted. Patron E Hogg, President R Burling, Sec.Treas B
Sutton, Recording officer I Taylor, Vice president S McLauchlan, Captain T Dyer, committee R King, I Treen, M Templeton. It was decided to keep the subs as is, $4.00 seniors, $2.50 juniors and $ joining fee. Mr Taylor advised that Mr
Lutz would be replacing some new gates and would be appreciative of assistance. It was proposed that help would be
given by club members. The subject of the size, direction and location of the flying strip was debated, resolving in a
concluding that the present size and location was the best arrangement with a greater length.
6 February 1973— next meeting and another Annual General Meeting. 11 members were present and 1 apology. A
report was received from the president, secretary and recording officer, but due to the impromptu nature of the meeting a
financial report was not available. The bank balance was generally regarded as very satisfactory. For the position of
Club Patron, Mr Carl Lutz was proposed and unanimously elected subject to his approval. It was moved that a letter be
sent to customs inquiring as to the availability of an import license for modelling requisites. It was moved that T Dyer
be paid $4 being cost of Christmas cheer supplied to property owner and including cost of painting sign on gate.
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Consensed minutes of informal meetings held during 1972—1973 at monthly intervals.
Meetings were held at various homes during the year but predominantly at Kimberley Training School.
Matters discussed were: a decision to assist Mr Carl Lutz by spreading metal supplied on track and loading area was
made. New gates and hardware as supplied were fixed although work not finished, the matter is receiving the clubs attention.
The shape and size of Take off strip was discussed at length and it was resolved to retain present size and shape. Mowing to be done, time, weather and enthusiasm permitting. The club purchased a 44 gal drum of fuel for members. This
was organised by Messrs Dyer, Taylor from which a small profit was realised by the club.
The Rex flying school based at Paraparaumu used our paddock during the year and on arrangement where they used
strip on Saturdays, the modellers on Sunday was made.
Due ot the increasing use of Pukehou hill top for slope soaring, it was resolved that it become an official club flying site.
A frequency board was made and this to be brought to flying site on Sundays. A notice warning public of hazards to be
fixed permanently to gate.
The insurance cover enjoyed by modellers was temporarily suspended due to a technical misunderstanding. The caused
consternation, with some misgivings amongst our club. Notice of resumation of cover came to hand within one month
and all was well.
21 February 1974—13 people present, T Dyer, S McLachlan, M Bonnington, Gareth Newton, Dave Hawthorne, Ivan
Treen, Garth Wasley, Bob Burling, B Sutton, Paul Havill, Snow Fenn and Joe Havill and visitor Pete Brown.
Mr Carl Lutz was returned as Patron, Mr Trevor Dyer and elected President and thanks to retiring President. B Sutton
was elected and gave intention to relinquish post at the next AGM.
Presidents Report: One of the best years for membership with 26 financial and 6 associate members. Unfortunately
quite a number of these members we have only seen on the field once or twice. Also one or two have left the district.
One of our keenest free flighters Ivan Treen who has been up near the top for many years succeeded in being picked for
New Zealand team to send an A2 over to Austria as did Paul Lagan one of our associate members, who has now shifted
back to Christchurch. Both did very well for NZ, Ivan’s model being flown by proxy and got 37th place. Paul’s model
picked up 84th place. Back in NZ at the Nats in Hamilton, Paul topped the lot and picked champ of champs. Congratulations Paul.
Our club as a whole is not competition minded and the majority of flying is sport type with quite a number of gliders
being flown with many aned varied type of propulsion into the upper atmosphere etc. Scale types are also popular at the
moment with quite a number being on the drawing boards. Vintage types cold also come to the fore both R/C and free
flight. Control line appears to be declining in our club with only one or two scale models.
A very successful scale and vintage meeting held in October with more models shown and flown that at the Nats. Two
earlier meetings in the year were either blown or washed out by lunch time.
We are very lucky in having a most warm hearted and generous farmer, Mr Carl Lutz who allows us no only to use the
paddock and mow a strip for flying during the year but also allows us to maintain the strip during the time the farm is
shut up for hay. I think he deserves a hearty vote of thanks.
Last but not least as most of you know and are now using Brian our hard working secretary has organised two evenings
out for the members and wives. Once to Ohau tea rooms for dinner and plonk and then to a very blood thirsty film called
the “Godfather”. The next evening was to dinner and plonk and then for fun and games at Brians.
When is the next Brian?

MFNZ Nationals
Covid19
Announcement
Model Flying New Zealand Council held a meeting
29/11/21 to discuss the impact of the new Traffic
Light system on the 74th National event.
After examination of the guidelines on the
Government website www.covid19.govt.nz the MFNZ
Council unanimously agreed that Vaccine Passes
would be required by all participants and guests in
the MFNZ 74th Nationals.
This action will allow the Nationals to proceed
under Orange without limitations on the numbers of
participants at the event and help protect all
participant’s health and safety.
In the event of Carterton being at Red, MFNZ
Nationals will proceed, but will have a limitation of 100

people in venues at one time (for instance the main
building).
All participants over the age of 12 years old will be
required to show the Vaccine Passes on registration. It
was also noted that anyone traveling over the
Auckland “border“ will require a Vaccine Pass as well
those traveling on the Cook Strait ferry.
You can request your Vaccine Pass in digital and
hardcopy through https://mycovidrecord.health.nz/
QR code scanning will be mandatory under Orange or
Red, and mask use encouraged, inline with the NZ
Governments guidance.
Thank you for understanding the challenges
associated with organising a national event in the
current pandemic and changing response framework.
Our goal is to make sure we have a fun, successful
and safe Nationals. See you there!
Chris Jackson, MFNZ President
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At the 75th Anniversary Fun Fly, Bruce Woodfield read out one of the
several Servo Chatters he has kept from 1960.
Here is the retyped version:
PALMERSTON NORTH AERONEERS

FEBRUARY 1960

OFFICIAL BULLETIN
___________________

EDITORIAL,
Well blokes here we are again at the beginning of another extra good year of modelling, so lets hop that the
wind drops within the next few weeks. There is quite a bit to report in this news sheet so lets go, and first of
all.

THE NATIONALS
Five members of this club went down to the nats held in Christchurch this year. The weather was very hot but
high winds put the damper on what would have been an excellent nats. On the C/L day we had a lot of bad
luck, Barry Deakin, Russ Johnson wiped out both their class B T/R, and Geoff Tennant blew a plug on his
class B. Russ and Jim Fougers managed to get 3rd equal in C/L scale. Russ flew his Waco Bips and Jim flew
his Super Sabre F160. It went very well too but he wiped the under cart off during the landing. Other local
placings were --B Deaker
3rd Stunt
3rd Class 3 Speed
2nd Class 4 Speed
Runner up C/L Champ
R Johnson
3rd C/L/ scale
6th Nordic Ag
12th Wakefield
J Fougers
3rd C/L Scale
nd
D MacPherson 2 C/L Stunt
CLUB PICNIC

CLUB PICNIC

CLUB PICNIC

CLUB PICNIC

Yes we are having another picnic again this year at the same place as last year. And the date for this
shambles is SUNDAY 21ST FEBRUARY. Don’t forget. SUNDAY 21st FEBRUARY. The meeting place will
be on the corner of Rangitikei Line and Tremaine Ave at 9 a.m. I suppose that I had batter tell you where it is
to be held. Lake Williams for those that don’t know where that is go through Bulls and turn to your left down
Sant off Rd, about 3 miles down there you will see a big NO ADMITTANCE sign on the left hand side by
a gate. Go through the gate, follow the track over the paddocks and you are there. There is a rumour round that
the Wanganui club is coming with dozens of boats so it looks as if it will be a good picnic this year. There is
enough room for R/C models and C/L models so bring them all plus your boats.
MASTERTON TRIP
A trip to Masterton will take place about the middle of March. The flying will most likely be on Hood
Aerodrome so this is a day to look forward to.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This year the A G M is on the 29th February in the Kaitoa Football club rooms opp the showgrounds at
7.45pm
We would like to see as many as possible there as this is the most important meeting of the years and where
more it does not cost you anything to come. SO DON’T FORGET.
Peeping Tom.
Here about the big prang on Sunday, well it has finally happened, Russ wrote of his R/C Gasser?????
And wot a prang the model spun from a horrible height straight into the deck. The gremlins were really at
work on Sunday. Russ blames the relaytor rubber. He has a mk2 receiver for sale if anyone is interested.

Should be very interesting at the picnic. We have just received from a reliable bloke that the Wanganui
boys have used PVA cement to glue there boats together with. You know what happens when you water of P
V A cement. IT GOES SOFT

COMING ATTRACTIONS
14 February Radio control cup starting time 8am
21 February Club picnic, Lake Williams
29th February Monday night AGM 7.45pm
3 April Ted Graham Trophy F/F Scale
Sometime in March trip to Masterton
That’s all for now
JUST ME
P.S. Don Hunter has an E D 2 46 as new what offers
also he has n O&R Mite this motor is new, what offers.
His address is 486 Albert Street.
FINIS

I shall print further editions of old Servo Chatters over the next few months. If you have any club memorabilia that may be of interest please either scan and email, photograph or post to me and I shall copy and
return asap.
This is the opportunity to record the club history—an the articles, photos etc etc can be placed, electronically
into club files. THIS APPLIES TO BOTH THE PALMERSTON NORTH AERONEERS AND THE LEVIN MODEL
AEROPLANE CLUB.
Cheers, Linda
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Palmerston North Aeroneers

Club information

Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Facebook: Palmerston North Aeroneers

THE COMMITTEE

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

President: Maurice Job
Phone 021670689. President@aeroneers.com

Treasurer: Greg Findon,
Phone 06 3561571. treasurer@aeroneers.com

Secretary: Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363. secretary@aeroneers.com

Club Captain: Tama Randell,
Phone 027 2920363. Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Ph 06 323 9093
Bruce McKay.

Len Ruby.
Peter Vining

Servo Chatter Editor and Website Updates:
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com

Please pay any committee member or online to Westpac
Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to include your name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise Greg of
your payment.

Fly Days 2021: Midweek flying is every Tuesday with the reserve day being Thursday, following
exceptions to this are: Monday, Dec 27 - Christmas Day stat holiday observed, becomes midweek flying day
Our midweek flying policy has when stat holiday are observed on a Monday or any other day during the week
this becomes the midweek flying day, this allows those members who are still working the opportunity to have
a fly midweek.

Levin Model Aeroplane Club

Club information

Club Email: levinmodelclub@gmail.com
Club Flying Site: Lutz Road, off Tararua Rd, RD1, Levin
Club Website: www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

THE COMMITTEE
President: John Curtis

Due March 2021

MFNZ

LMAC

Secretary: Linda Lambess 06 3626446
Treasurer: Ivan Huntley 063626446, 0212106138
Committee:
John Cameron
Colin Peard

Family

$100

$30.00

Senior

$95

30.00

Junior

$25

30.00

Servo Chatter Editor:
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
levinmodelclub@gmail.com

Please pay any committee member or online to
03 0667 0029143 000. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box. Please email
levinmodelclub@gmail.com
to advise Ivan of your payment.

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every care is taken to
ensure accuracy, but the club will not be responsible for the content of advertisements or any material contained therein. The editor
reserves the right of publication.

